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We estimate the effect of welfare benefits and wages on individuals’ choice between 

working or collecting one of three welfare programmes. We compare the magnitude 

of transitions between various welfare programmes with transitions between, say, 

work and disability benefit. We use simulation methods to estimate random 

parameters. Estimation results show significant effects of economic incentives and 

significant variations of estimated parameters. Experiments with the estimated model 

show that transitions within welfare programmes are important relative to transitions 

between such programmes and work. 
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We estimate empirically the effect of individuals’ economic incentives of disability 

benefit or other types of welfare benefits in Denmark on individuals’ ‘choice’ to 

participate in welfare programmes, to work or not to participate in any of the these 

‘states’. We use a multi state model to be able to compare transitions between various 

welfare programmes with transitions between work and (any kind of) social 

programmes. We use a random parameters model to describe unobserved 

heterogeneity. This gives a richer and policy-relevant description of transitions 

between states and we argue that it helps to take account of potential bias of the 

parameter of interest related to economic incentives. As a third feature of the model, 

we tried (with little success) to model individuals’ eligibility for various states. The 

focus of the paper is especially on the disability benefit programme. This was 

however initially more pronounced because I tried to estimate eligibility for disability 

benefit.  

 

We use panel data information about individuals in Denmark from 1992 to 1998. In 

the remainder of the introduction, we motivate in turn the three characterizing 

features of the study (many states, random parameters and eligibility constraints) and 

review related existing literature.  

 

The motivation for using many states is as follows: The main incentive problem 

related to public benefits is the possible distortion of the labour supply-decision so 

that mutually gainful trades are not carried out (some unemployed would like to work 
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at the wage rate they can obtain had it not been for the loss of benefits). Some 

empirical studies estimate participation in a public benefit programme using the 

benefit rate for this programme as an explanatory variable. In this case, a mutual 

increase of the benefit rate and participation might arise due to people moving to the 

programme studied from another public programme rather than from work. These 

kinds of problems are avoided using our model.2  

 

We use simulation methods to estimate random parameters. The random parameters 

describe some of the unobserved variation in preferences (unobserved heterogeneity) 

otherwise not captured. One purpose of describing unobserved heterogeneity is as 

follows: suppose, for example, that people who might apply for disability benefit also 

have preference for early retirement programmes, and suppose further that the early 

retirement programme becomes less favourable. In that case, many potential 

applicants for early retirement might alternatively apply for disability benefit, so a 

policy reform of the early retirement scheme will have spill over effects on 

participation in the disability benefit programme. Estimates of unobserved 

correlations of preferences for these states therefore put light on such spill over 

effects. Another purpose with estimating random effects is that it might help to 
                                                           
2 Other studies consider participation in the labour force (employed and unemployed) as explained by 
e.g. the benefit rate of the disability benefit scheme. Again, an increase of disability beneficiaries 
might be mirrored in fewer unemployed. Of course, a simpler solution to the problems described is to 
consider employment as a function of the disability benefit rate. In this case, it is reasonable to 
attribute a mutual increase of the benefit rate and a decrease of the employment rate to transitions 
between the two states. Our five-state model however gives a richer description of transition between 
various states.  
 
Furthermore, for Denmark, the immediate link between employment and disability benefit is weak – 
the typical disability benefit is awarded years after loss of employment. This makes the estimation of 
economic incentives difficult in a two-state model (employment and disability benefit). With multiple 
states, we may estimate the choice of employment versus any welfare programme.  
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correct potential bias of the parameter related to economic incentives. However, we 

cannot with certainty claim that the estimated ‘incentive-parameter’ is unbiased. 

There are no large discrete changes in benefit rates or wages rates in the period we 

study and it is therefore difficult to take account of possible unobserved fixed effects 

with traditional fixed effects methods. Expected wage rates are calculated as averages 

or with OLS. Almost – but not exactly – the same variables that are used to estimate 

wages are used as covariates in the latent variables.  

 

We use simulation methods to estimate random parameters because they are supposed 

to be computationally easier to use than numerical integration methods.3 Another 

alternative is to use mass-points distributions to estimate random parameters. 

 

Modelling of ‘eligibility’ is potentially important. For example, to be able to obtain 

disability benefit an individual has to be eligible, i.e. to be assessed to have a 

permanently reduced working capacity, and many policy initiatives are concerned 

about changing the eligibility criteria for e.g. disability benefit. It is also interesting to 

study “eligibility” to the labour market, since it offers a route to disentangle the effect 

of individuals’ incentives and “rationing” via a low number of job offers. To 

anticipate results, I did not have success with estimating eligibility. I present a single 

estimation with deterministic modelling of eligibility criteria for early retirement 

benefit and disability benefit. 

 

                                                           
3 Nevertheless, the estimations in the paper are computationally very burdensome – it takes about a 
month to for the estimations to converge even with stating values close to optimum. 
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The number of studies about disability benefit and incentive effects is large. We now 

survey some papers on the subject with special emphasis on the problems of 

identifying the effect of economic incentives.  

 

In a number of papers from the 1980s, economic incentives in relation to disability 

benefit are estimated and the problems related to using cross-individual information 

of wages are discussed. Parson (1980, 1982) finds significant effects of replacement 

rates on non-labour-force-participation for individuals with poor health. Haveman and 

Wolfe (1984) note that the method may give biased estimates due to unobserved 

heterogeneity. Using selection methods, they seek to avoid such bias. They still find 

significant economic effects but the selection problems are found to affect parameters 

dramatically. Haveman, Wolfe and Warlick (1988) extend the model to a three-state 

model (disability benefit, other early retirement and labour force participation), use a 

careful description of income, and now find insignificant economic parameters. 

Parson (1982), however, notes that the use of explanatory variables did not affect 

‘economic’ parameters a lot and therefore he doubts that unobserved heterogeneity is 

very important. Also, Parson (1980) tests the model estimated for 1969 by 

successfully tracking the actual aggregate time series.  

 

A few recent papers use combinations of aggregate data and individual data that make 

it easier to take account of unobserved heterogeneity. Furthermore, some of these 

studies make use of large, discrete, politically controlled changes of disability 

benefits rates (in Canada) or large changes in earnings in certain parts of the US 
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labour market (a coal boom in certain states) to estimate incentive-parameters. Gruber 

(2000) and Campolieti (2001a,b) find significant effects of discrete changes of benefit 

rates in Canada on the labour force participation (Campolieti) or the employment rate 

(Gruber). Black et al. (2002) estimate the effect of (potential) labour market income 

on disability benefit expenditures. Their data set is rather ingenious: they use coal 

prices as indicator of potential labour market earnings. They use a panel of US 

counties with important cross-section information (coal-counties versus non-coal-

counties) and within-information arising from time-series changes of the coal prices. 

They find significant economic effects. Autor and Duggan (2003) use panel data for 

US states. They take good care to calculate benefits rates and finds significant effects 

from replacement rates. They also consider the effects of general labour market 

shocks and distinguish between effects for unemployed and employed.  

 

Few studies for Denmark focus on disability benefit. Christiansen (2000) use data 

aggregated to national levels to study effects of policies relating to the behaviour of 

awarding authorities (i.e. in particular relating to municipalities in Denmark). 

Weatherall (2002) finds disability awards to correlate with annual wage income. 

 

Simulation methods are described in Hajivassiliou and Ruud (1994). That paper 

describes simulations methods in general as well as the particular method we use in 

this paper (maximum simulated likelihood). Examples of use of simulation methods 

are Hyslop (1999) and McFadden and Train (2000). 
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The paper is organized as follows. The next section is about data. Section 3 is about 

the estimation method and section 4 contains results. Section 5 concludes. 

 

��� ��	��

Data used in the paper are from registers from Statistics Denmark. These registers 

cover the whole population. We use a sample that covers the years 1992-1998. The 

estimations are made with a random sample of 9,289 individuals followed through the 

years 1990 to 1998 and aged 41-65 in 1998. The sample therefore covers the age 

groups with the highest propensity to be awarded disability benefit or early retirement 

benefit. Appendix 3 and Rasmussen (2004) contains a description of the policy 

context in general.  

 

Observations of people who obtained disability benefit or early retirement benefit the 

previous year are excluded from the sample used in estimations. Hence, a person who 

is awarded obtains disability in 1995 is included in the estimations only until that 

year. The reason for this is pragmatic: very few people leave these states for other 

reasons than transition to old age pension (or death). Therefore, the interesting 

question is whether or not people enter these states.4  

 

                                                           
4 Of course, it is also a very interesting question why people never leave e.g. disability benefit, but 
since there are very few observations on this in the sample, surveys question are more appropriate for 
this issue. 
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Data is described in detail in the appendix 1. Below, we will primarily and briefly 

describe the construction of ’states’ and the ’income rates’, i.e. the wage rate and the 

welfare benefit rates. 

 

We classify individuals into ‘states’. ‘Disability beneficiaries’ are those who collect 

the public disability benefit for more than half of the year. ‘Early retired’ are people 

who collect the public early retirement benefit for more than half of the year. 

‘Unemployed’ are people who collect a significant amount of certain benefits 

intended for temporary income support (e.g. unemployment insurance benefit or 

social assistance but not e.g. benefit during maternal leave.) ‘working’ individuals are 

employed at least a quarter of the year or earn above a certain amount from self-

employment. Of course, according to these definitions, some individuals are 

classified in two states. To classify each individual (each year) in exactly one state, 

the states have been given priority according to the sequence they are mentioned 

above. Those individuals not put in any of the four states are classified in the residual 

state labelled ‘home’.  

 

Benefit rates are calculated as averages across recipients. The wage rate is estimated 

with OLS (see section 3). We use these ‘income rates’ as expected values. For 

example, for a person not collecting disability benefit, the calculated average is the 

income she expects if awarded disability benefit. See appendix 1 for details about the 

calculation of these measures. 
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Other explanatory variables used are: age, gender, cohabitation, education, health 

indicators, and time trends.  

 

���  ����������	���������

The base model is a multinomial logit-model. Equation (1) displays the latent variable 

VLW
�  for individual �  in state �  in period � . This is a function of the economic 

variable, �  (see below), observed individual characteristics, � , unobserved 

characteristics, η , which is assumed constant over time, and error term, � . The β ’s 

are related parameters to be estimated.  

 

(1) 
VLW \ VLW V[ LW VL VLW
� � � �β β η= + + +  

 

The state ‘work’ is the comparison state. In (1), the variable of interest, � , is 

‘relevant benefit rate minus wage rate’. As mentioned in the introduction, the � -

variables used in (1) are almost – but not exactly – the same as used in the wage 

equations. The parameter 
\

β  is therefore identified via the small differences in the set 

of variables and the minor changes of benefit rates that occur over time. Variables 

used in the wage equation are: an annual general growth variable, difference between 

general and regional growth, four education groups, a time trend, five age groups 

(<40, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-59, 60-65), gender, two variables for employment 

status the previous year (one dummy for being employed and one for no observation 

– this relates to estimation for 1989). Variables in the �-vector are: growth in each 
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region (the sum of the two growth variables mentioned above), four educational 

groups, four variables combining gender and cohabitation, a time trend, three age 

groups (<50, 50-59, 60-65) and the age (age groups are not in the early retirement 

latent variable, because the programme is not open for young people), work status the 

previous year.  

 

The variation of random parameters, η , across individuals is estimated using 

simulation methods. We decompose the vector of unobserved random parameters η  

into another vector of unobserved independent standard normal random variables, � , 

and a lower triangular matrix ρ , so that �η ρ=  . The covariance matrix of η  is 

cov( ) ’η ρρ= . For each individual, we make 	  draws, 1,...,
 	=  of � .  If the value 

of �  for individual � , 
L
� , were known, the true likelihood contribution from the 

individual would be ( )
L

� � . The approximate likelihood contribution used in 

estimations is (see appendix 4 for details about the method) 

(2) �
,

1

1
( )

5

L
L U

U

� � �
	 =

= ∑  

�

!�� "����	��

First we present the model with deterministic parameters with and without modelling 

eligibility. We then include eligibility equations, and finally present estimations with 

random parameters (without modelling of eligibility). 

�

�
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Table 1 shows a single result from a static model with deterministic parameters, 

namely the estimate of 
\

β . 

�
 �������� ��������������	�
��������������	�	�����"����	���������������	���	�

���������������������	#���
Variable Latent variable Parameter Standard deviation 
Income rates All latent variables 0.953 0.124 
Source/notes: Registers from Statistics Denmark. Own calculations. We use a simple multinomial 

logit-model as in equation (1) with 0η = .  

 

The income-parameter is strongly significant.  

 

As mentioned above, we cannot be certain that income measures are not correlated 

with the error term and hence the parameter 
\

β  might be biased. A way to avoid or at 

least reduce such bias is to include values of �  for other periods, for example initial 

values of � . With this method, 
\

β  is identified from the dynamic variation of wages, 

while the effect from cross-individual variation of wages is captured by the initial 

value of � . I have tried this method with no success. The parameter related to initial-

period- �  have the expected sign, but the parameter related to current-period- �  has 

the unexpected sign. I presume the poor results were due to little dynamic variation of 

wages. Part of the motivation for estimating random parameters (below) is to take 

account of some of the potential bias of 
\

β . This motivation should be seen in light 

of these bad results with the most direct method to take account of variation between 

wages and error terms.  
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As mentioned in the introduction, some effort has been done to model and estimate 

‘eligibility’ to various states in order to disentangle individuals’ preferences from 

their options. Appendix 2 describes in more details the estimations I have tried. We 

end up with simple, deterministic 0-1-indicators that describe eligibility for each 

individual for each state. The description is as follows: all individuals can enter 

‘work’, ‘unemployment’ and ‘home’. Only individuals who are ‘sick’ can enter 

‘disability benefit’. A person is ‘sick’ if the yearly number of visits to the family 

doctor is greater than five. A person is eligible for ‘early retirement’ is the person has 

reached 60 years of age or is between 50 and 59 years of age in the years 1994-1996 

and was unemployed the year prior to early retirement: the early retirement scheme 

was open for this group of people as a temporary labour market policy (see appendix 

3).  

 

Table 2 describes the result of the estimation with these simple eligibility rules.  

 

 �������� ��������� �����	�
��� ��� ������� �	�	���� � "����	� ����� �� ����� ��	��
���������������������	#���

Variable Latent variable Parameter Standard deviation 
Income rates All latent variables 1.046 0.125 
Source/notes: See table 1.  
 

The parameter is only slightly different from that in table 1. (The parameters related 

to health and age in utility equations (1) are very different in the models presented in 

table 1 and 2.)  
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A number of experiments are done with the model presented in table 2 in order to 

interpret the results. For each person in the sample we calculate probability of being 

in each of the five states. Table 3a-b shows the effect of the experiments on the 

average across individuals of the probabilities for being in each of the five states. 

 
 ��������� �$�������	�� ��	�� 	��� ����� ��� 	����� �%� �����	�� ��� ������	��

������	������
 Effect on probability for state 
Effect of: ‘Disability’ ‘Early 

retirement’ 
‘Unemployment’ ‘Work’ ‘Home’ Sum of all 

states 
A 10% 
increase of1 
the .. 

      

.. disability 
benefit rate’ 

0.000436 -0.000041 -0.000142 -0.000080 -0.000174 0.00000 

.. early 
retirement 
benefit rate 

-0.000044 0.000883 -0.000213 -0.000203 -0.000423 0.00000 

.. benefit in 
unemployment 

-0.000173 -0.000238 0.003642 -0.001279 -0.001952 0.00000 

 .. wage rate -0.000291 -0.000701 -0.003889 0.012177 -0.007296 0.00000 
All four above -0.000081 -0.000113 -0.000692 0.010616 -0.009728 0.00000 
Removal of 
special 
opening of 
early 
retirement2  

0.000386 -0.009880 0.002905 0.001578 0.005011 0.00000 

5% more 
people 
become ill3 

0.000607 0.000044 0.000305 -0.000882 -0.000075 0.00000 

Initial 
distribution4 

0.013241 0.029082 0.121007 0.648128 0.188541 1.00000 

1 In the estimated model, the used explanatory ‘income rates’ are measured as ‘relevant 
benefit rate minus wage rate’. The experiments increase the particular benefit rate or 
the wage rate with 10%. (Hence the changes of the ‘income rates’ are not 10%. In the 
experiment with all benefit rates and the wage rates increased by 10% ‘benefit rates 
minus wage rates’ increases numerically.)   

2 The dummy for eligibility to early retirement becomes equal to a dummy for having 
reached 60 years of age. In the base-model, the dummy is also 1 for people aged 50-59 
years during 1994-1996, who were unemployed the previous year. Calculations only 
use observations for the year 1996.  

3 The sickness-indicator is changed from 0 to 1 for 5 percent of the population for whom 
the sickness-indicator is observed equal to 0.  

4 The distribution differs from that in table A3 in the appendix 1. This is because we here 
exclude observations of people who obtained disability benefit or early retirement the 
previous year (see section 2).  
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 ��������� ���%������	�����������	�����������	������	����	�����
  Effect on probability for state 

Effect of: ‘Disability’ ‘Early 
retirement’ 

‘Unemployment’ ‘Work’ ‘Home’ Sum of all 
states 

A 10% increase 
of ... 

      

The disability 
benefit rate’ 

0.0329 -0.0014 -0.0012 -0.0001 -0.0009 0.0000 

Early 
retirement 

-0.0033 0.0304 -0.0018 -0.0003 -0.0022 0.0000 

Benefit in 
unemployment 

-0.0131 -0.0082 0.0301 -0.0020 -0.0104 0.0000 

Wage rate -0.0220 -0.0241 -0.0321 0.0188 -0.0387 0.0000 
All three above -0.0061 -0.0039 -0.0057 0.0164 -0.0516 0.0000 
Removal of 
special opening 
of early 
retirement 

0.0292 -0.3397 0.0240 0.0024 0.0266 0.0000 

5% more 
people becomes 
ill 

0.0458 0.0015 0.0025 -0.0014 -0.0004 0.0000 

 

The effects of changes of income rates are modest. For example, the 10 percent 

increase in the disability benefit rate increases the proportion of people awarded 

disability benefit with 0.000463. This is equivalent to an increase of 3.29 percent of 

‘initial’ disability beneficiaries, i.e. an elasticity of approximately 0.3. Perhaps more 

interesting is that only a small fraction of new disability beneficiaries would 

otherwise have been working according to the model (0.000080 out of 0.000436 or 18 

percent). 

 

By the face value, these experiments therefore suggest small incentive problems 

related to an increase of the generosity of social security programmes. Two reasons 

for being cautious about this immediate conclusion are (assuming the model and the 

estimated parameters are true): As concerns the effect of increase in disability 
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beneficiaries, the experiment shows a kind of first-year-effect. This is so, because as 

explained above, the estimation sample consists of people not collecting disability 

benefit or early retirement benefit in the previous year (see section 2). Hence, the 

proportion 0.000436 is the people entering disability benefit the first year after an 

increase of the benefit rates. However, neither is the interpretation that the effect 

continues forever correct. A second modification is that the effect of finance the 

increased public expenditures via increases of taxes is not included in the experiment. 

This would presumably decrease incentives to supply labour.  

 

Removal of the special opening of the early retirement programme (for long term 

unemployed aged 50-59 years in 1994-1996) reduces the number of people who enter 

the programme by 0.009880, which is a substantial proportion (a third) of the ‘initial’ 

entrants. Surprisingly few would alternatively ‘choose’ disability benefit (only 

386/9880=3.9%), and many would alternatively choose ‘home’ or work.  

 

If 5 percent of the people who are not ‘sick’ (empirically measured as an indicator for 

more than five visits a year to the family doctor) become so, a proportion of those 

working choose disability benefit. The number of awards of disability benefits 

increases by 4.6 percent.  

 

"�����������	����

We now turn to models with random parameters.  
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In table 4 we use the same deterministic parameters as in table 1. Random parameters 

capture the variance of the constant terms of the utility equations. Latent variables are  

 

(3) 

,      where , , ,
VLW \ VLW V[ LW V VL VLW

'L ' 'L

5L 5 5L 5' 'L

8L 8 8L 8' 'L 85 5L

+L + +L +' 'L +5 5L +8 8L

� � � � � �  	 � �

�

� �

� � �

� � � �

β β η
η ρ
η ρ ρ
η ρ ρ ρ
η ρ ρ ρ ρ

= + + + + =

=
= +
= + +
= + + +

 

 

Terms capturing pair wise covariance of the random constant terms are included.  

 

 �����!� ��������� �����	�
��� ��� ������� �	�	���� � "����	� ����� �� ����� ��	��
����������	��	�%������	���	����������������������	#���

Variable Parameter Standard deviation 
Income rates 0.322 0.147 

'
ρ  0.314  0.106 

5
ρ  0.753  0.198 

8
ρ  -0.844  0.058 

+
ρ  -0.090  0.085 

5'
ρ  -1.609  0.095 

8'
ρ  -0.737  0.085 

85
ρ  0.413  0.162 

+'
ρ  0.452  0.063 

+
ρ  -0.391  0.087 

+8
ρ  0.250 0.068 

Source/notes: See table 1. We use 50	 =  draws in the simulations.  

 

Except one, all ρ ’s are significant. The inclusion of random parameters leaves the 

income parameter slightly lower. Tables 5 and 6 below present standard deviations 
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and correlation coefficients of the random constants η  from table 4 using 

COV( ) ’η ρρ= . 

 

Perhaps surprisingly, the estimate of the incentive-parameter decreases significantly 

compared to table 1, and it is now on the margin of being significant.  

 

 �����&�� '	������
��	������������������	��	�	����������������# ρ ���
State Standard deviation 
Disability 0.31 
Early retirement 1.78 
Unemployment 1.19 
Home 0.65 
 

 �����(�� )������	��������������	���������������	��	�	����������������#� ρ ���
State Disability Early retirement Unemployment Home 
Disability 1 . . . 
Early retirement -0.91 1 . . 
Unemployment -0.62 0.71 1 . 
Home 0.69 -0.88 -0.90 1 
 

Table 6 shows that individuals with high preference for ‘disability’ also tend to have 

preference for ‘home’ but preference against ‘early retirement’. Hence, to return to 

the example mentioned in the introduction, if the early retirement programme is made 

less attractive (a current debate in Denmark), the ������
��� tastes will not lead 

many people to collect disability benefit as an alternative to early retirement. To 

evaluate the importance of these correlations, table 7 presents effects on odds ratios of 

an increase by one-standard-deviation of constant terms. 
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 �����*�� �����	��������
����	�����������	��	� 	�����������	���������	�������
����������#����+�	����+�
��	�����������������	��	�	����� 

 Effect from one-standard-deviation increase of constant term in state: 
Effect on OR for 
state: 

‘Disability’ Early 
retirement 

‘Unemployment’ ‘Home’ 

‘Disability’ 1.36 0.20 0.48 0.64 
‘Early retirement’ 0.75 5.93 2.33 0.56 
‘Unemployment’ 0.83 3.54 3.29 0.56 
‘Home’ 0.81 0.21 0.34 1.92 

Note: For example, [ ]0.75 exp corr( , ) std.dev( ) exp( 0.91 0.31)
5 ' G

η η η= ⋅ = − ⋅ . 

 

Hence, the table shows very important impacts from the variation of the constant 

terms. This is true for the impact of a random constant term in a particular state to that 

particular state (the diagonal of the table), but also between states. 

 

Results of experiment of changes in the benefit rates and wage rates are shown in 

table 8.  

 

 �����,�� �$�������	�� ��	�� 	��� ����� ��� 	����� !%� �����	�� ��� ������	��
������	������

 Effect on probability for state 
Effect of: ‘Disability’ ‘Early 

retirement’ 
‘Unemployment’ ‘Work’ ‘Home’ Sum of all 

states 
A 10% increase 
of  the .. 

      

.. disability 
benefit rate’ 

0.000173 -0.000015 -0.000041 -0.000037 -0.000079 0.000000 

.. early 
retirement 

-0.000017 0.000266 -0.000084 -0.000061 -0.000104 0.000000 

.. 
‘unemployment’ 
benefit rate 

-0.000051 -0.000093 0.000841 -0.000374 -0.000322 0.000000 

.. wage rate -0.000136 -0.000212 -0.001150 0.003795 -0.002296 0.000000 

All four above -0.000033 -0.000056 -0.000441 0.003323 -0.002794 0.000000 
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Comparing table 8 with 3a, the effects of increases in income rates are generally low 

– measured e.g. at the diagonal of the tables. This is explained by the lower estimate 

of the parameter to the income rates. The co-variation of unobserved constant terms 

has an impact on the experiments. Consider for example an increase of the early 

retirement benefit. The effect on the proportion of early retired is smaller than in table 

3a (0.000266 vs. 0.000883, or 30 percent) but the effect on ‘home’ is 

disproportionately lower (-0.000104 vs. –0.000423, or 25 percent) due to estimation 

of a negative correlation between unobserved tastes of the two states.5  

 

The estimations above take account of unobserved heterogeneity and hence we might 

reduce bias of the income rate-parameter due to possible correlation between income 

rate and unobserved tastes. Below, we more directly try to reduce possible bias. We 

estimate a model with a random constant term in each of the four latent variables and 

a random parameter to the income rate, and – especially – an intersection term for 

income rates and the unobserved constant term. For simplicity we do not – in contrast 

to table 4 – allow constant terms to correlate. The latent variables can be written 

 

(1’) ( )VLW \ \ \L VLW V[ LW \FV FVL VLW FV FVL VLW
� � � � � � � �β ρ β ρ ρ= + + + + +  

 

                                                           
5 Admittedly, the comparison is incorrect because in table 2 we model eligibility. A comparison with 
experiments made with the model in table 1 however gives similar results.  
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where � ’s are random variables and ρ ’s related parameters with 
\FV

ρ  capturing 

intersection effects from the observed economic variable, � , and the unobserved 

constant term, 
FVL
� .  

 

Table 9 presents the estimation of the parameters of interest. 

�
 �����-� ��������� �����	�
��� ��� ������� �	�	���� � "����	� ����� �� ����� ��	��

����������	��	������������������	��%������	���	�������������
���������	#���

Parameter Latent variable Parameter estimate Standard deviation 

Mean income parameter (
\

β ) All latent variables 0.831 0.160 

Variance  of income 

parameter (
\

ρ ) 

All latent variables -0.051 0.045 

Variance of constant (
FV

ρ ) Disability benefit -0.950  0.454 

 Early retirement 1.131 0.502 
 Unemployment 1.079 0.134 
 Home -2.180 0.216 

Variance of intersection (
\FV

ρ ) Disability benefit -1.073 0.484 

 Early retirement 0.551 0.592 
 Unemployment -0.171 0.148 
 Home -0.882  0.172 
Source/notes: See table 1.  
 

The (mean) parameter to the income rate has the expected sign and the magnitude is 

about the same as in table 1, but greater than the estimate in table 2. Again, most 

random parameters are significant. The random component related only to the income 

parameter (
\

ρ ) is however practically equal to zero.  

 

In the rest of the paper, we discuss interpretations of random parameters.  
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One way to interpret the intersection terms 
\FV FVL VLW
� �ρ  is as an effect from economic 

incentives (i.e. from 
VLW
� ). Using this interpretation, the term describing economic 

incentives is ( )
\ \ \L \FV FVL VLW

� � �β ρ ρ+ + . Ignore for the moment 
\

ρ , and consider 

disability benefit for a person with 
0.831

1.079FVL
� = , namely 

0.831
(0.831 1.071 ) 0

1.071 VLW VLW
� �− = ⋅ , that is, there are no effects from economic effects 

for a person with this value of 
FVL
� . Interpreting the intersection terms as effects from 

economic incentives, the estimations shows that about 20% (= Pr( 0.831 1.079)
FVL
� < ) 

of the population have no (or unexpectedly signed) effects of economic incentives on 

disability benefit. The percentage is 15 for ‘home’, and lower for ‘unemployment’ 

and ‘early retirement’. Perhaps these incidences of low values of incentive-

parameters in this estimation are the counterpart to the low average value of the 

estimate of the incentive-parameter found in table 4. 

 

However, that interpretation of intersection terms presumes that 
\FV

ρ  is unbiased. An 

alternative interpretation is that the intersection term 
\FV FVL VLW
� �ρ  is used to reduce bias 

of 
\

β  due to correlation of �  and error terms 
VLW
� . With this interpretation, we write 

the random individual constant terms as  

 

(4) 
FVL FV FVL \FV FVL VLW

� � �η ρ ρ= +  
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We therefore directly allow for covariation of error terms and �  (but remember as we 

wrote above, we have not been able to credibly estimate the model with �  affecting 

the mean of the random constant term, i.e. a model with  

initial valueFVL FV FVL \FV FVL VLW \
� � � �η ρ ρ γ= + + ).  

 

As a final exercise, we will describe how wages and unobserved characteristics, η , 

are related: for example, do people with relatively high wage have relatively high or 

relatively low preference for disability benefit. We use the interpretation of η  

represented in equation (4). The details of the discussion are rather confusing even 

though the idea is simple, and therefore put in appendix 5. The conclusions are 

 

• As concerns ‘disability benefit’ and ‘unemployment’: if a person is a type 

with high idiosyncratic preference for the state, this idiosyncrasy is increased 

if the person has a wage rate above average. 

• As concerns ‘early retirement’ and ‘home’, the case is the reverse, i.e. a high 

wage reduces the person’s idiosyncrasy. 

 

&��� )����������

With a multi state model with random parameters we found that: 1) labour market 

distortions from economic incentives exist, but transitions between various welfare 

programmes are quantitatively at least as important as transitions between work and 

some type of welfare programmes. 2) Unobserved variations of tastes are important. 
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This is relevant for predictions of the effect of policy changes. For example, 

individuals with preference for the early retirement programme do not appear to have 

unobserved preferences for the disability benefit programme. 3) We seek to use a 

random parameters approach to reduce potential bias in the parameter to the income 

rate by allowing for an intersection term between observed income rate and 

unobserved constant terms. The results are mixed. In one estimation (table 9), we try 

directly to take account of heterogeneity correlated with the income variable, and the 

income-parameter appears robust. In another estimation (table 4), we model random 

constants flexibly, and the income-parameter decreases significantly.  

 

We have less success with estimating equations for eligibility to various states. This is 

unfortunate, since many policy initiatives are concerned with changing eligibility 

rules for e.g. disability benefit. As a poor substitute, we modelled eligibility 

deterministically and the estimation result in table 2 fortunately indicates that account 

of eligibility does not have significant impact on non-eligibility-parameters. 

 

 

������$����� ��	��

'	�	���

Each individual is each year characterized as being in one of the five states. The 

classification is based on the duration of the periods the various types of income are 

obtained. With respect to the social benefit system, Statistics Denmark directly 

calculates the fraction of a year each type of social benefit is received. With respect to 
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work, Statistics Denmark publishes total wage income and an hourly wage rate. With 

these variables, the period of employment can be calculated. Also, income from self-

employment is published. 

 

Let 
V

�  denote the fraction of a year an individual collects benefit � , where 

(disability),  (early retirement),  (unemployment)� � 
 �= . Disability benefit is a 

distinguished benefit. The same is true for early retirement benefit, but the 

classification covers a general early retirement programme open for most people 

reached 60 years (in Danish: 'efterløn') and a special opening of this programme 

during some years for unemployed people in their 50s (in Danish: 

‘overgangsordningen'). People classified as ‘unemployed’ collects one of various 

benefits (unemployment insurance benefit, social assistance, or benefit during certain 

labour market programmes, but not people on various leave schemes even though 

many people on such schemes previously collected e.g. social assistance). A 'primary' 

classification for the states disability benefit, and early retirement is now possible 

(
V

 is dummy for state � ). 

 

(A1) 

= "unemployment" programmes

1 0.5

1 0.5

1 0.5

G G

U U

X X

X

 �

 �

 �

= ⇔ >
= ⇔ >

= ⇔ >∑
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The classification of work makes use of information on yearly wage income and the 

individual’s hourly wage rate. Also, profit from self owned company is used. The 

proportion of a year spend on earning wage income is estimated as  

 

(A2) 
Yearly wage income 1

Hourly wage rate   8 (hours/day) 360 (days/year)H
�

 
=  × 

 

 

The definition of work is  

 

(A3) 1 0.25 or profit 200,000 DKK
H H

 �= ⇔ > > 6 

 

There condition 0.25
H
� >  rather than ‘ 0.5> ’ allows individuals with regular part 

time employment to be classified as working.7  

 

According to this primary classification some individuals will for some years be put 

in more than one state. Table A1 informs about the number of observations put in 

more than one state.  

 

                                                           
6 200,000 DKK approximates 26,900 EUR. 
7 The construction will exclude individuals with a high wage rate and a low yearly income. In practice 
however, it is not a subject to be concerned with, since simple statistics show that very few have a high 
wage rate and a low yearly wage income.  
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 ��������� .������������������������#�������������������	���������	�	��

 
G

  
U

  
X

  
H

  

U
  314 . . . 

X
  1,447 136 . . 

H
  5,441 329 8,962 . 

All 249,058 124,093 211,910 1,547,333 
Source: Registers from Statistics Denmark. Own calculations. 
 

About 4 percent of unemployed individuals are also classified as working. Overall, 

the number of double-classifications seems acceptable.  

 

The state ’home’ is defined as those not put in any other state. However, we would 

like to think of ‘home’ as the state for people not working and not obtaining social 

benefit, but e.g. living of spouse's income or rental income. To evaluate this 

interpretation, the states are compared in table A2 with respect to various measures. 

 

 ��������� '	�	�� ��������� �
������� /��� �	����� �
��	����0� ��� ��������������

���������

 State 
Variable ‘Disability’ ‘Early 

retirement’ 
‘Unemploy-

ment’ 
‘Work’ ‘Home’ 

Yearly wage 
income 

3,985 
(19,278) 

6,847 
(21,738) 

23,781 
(38,920) 

220,543 
(116,909) 

44,034 
(80,039) 

Yearly total 
income 

108,273 
(60,350) 

136,830 
(64,030) 

127,269 
(61,365) 

265,241 
(213,174) 

124,898 
(142,496) 

Wealth 102,695 
(375,206) 

290,520 
(494,476) 

40,255 
(309,858) 

136,700 
(1,277,702) 

170,943 
(1,650,676) 

Number of 
visits to 
family doctor 

11.9 
(17.9) 

5.6 
(7.2) 

6.6 
(9.8) 

4.3 
(5.6) 

5.8 
(7.9) 

Age 54.8 
(9.3) 

62.8 
(3.3) 

43.3 
(9.6) 

44.0 
(8.8) 

48.3 
(11.5) 

Women in 
couples 

0.33 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.50 

Women 0.61 0.49 0.53 0.44 0.61 
Source: Registers from Statistics Denmark. Own calculations. 
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On average, individuals classified as ‘home’ have wage income greater than that for 

other people not classified as working. Total yearly income is comparable to that of 

other people who do not work. Wealth is relatively large and health is approximately 

the same as other individuals who do not obtain disability benefit. Average age for 

‘home’ is in the middle compared to other states. Many women are ‘home’, in 

particularly women who live in couples.  

 

Summing up, the state ‘home’ has some of the characteristics that one would expect 

is true for people working at their home (using everyday language), but it is certainly 

also a heterogeneous group (the standard deviations are large), which might have 

been guessed from the statistical classification as a residual group.  

 

To construct the final classification, states are given priority according to the 

sequence they are mentioned in table A1, i.e. disability benefit first, early retirement 

second, unemployment third, and work fourth. A person is finally classified in a state 

if she is classified primarily in that state and not in any state with a lower number.  

 

Table A3 gives the final distribution on states  

 

 ��������� 1�������	����	������������
�	���������	�	���
State Disability benefit Early retirement Unemployment Work ‘Home’ 
Proportion 0.098 0.049 0.083 0.606 0.164 
Number 249,058 123,779 210,328 1,532,617 414,989 
Source: Registers from Statistics Denmark. Own calculations. 
 

Surprisingly many are “home”. 
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To conclude, the definitions of states rarely put the same individual in more than one 

state. On the other hand, this is obtained by making the residual state, ‘home’, large. 

An alternative might be to lower the number of days on unemployment benefit (or 

social assistance etc.) required to be classified as unemployed. As table A2 shows, 

those called unemployed have very poor attachment to the labour market, and 

lowering the 'unemployment criteria' will presumably move a considerable share of 

those in the state 'home' to the state 'unemployment'.  

 

���������	���

‘Income rates’ are measures of hourly wage rates for work and hourly benefit rates 

for people on each of the three states with public benefits. The income rate is 0 for the 

state ‘Home’. First, we calculate such rates for those actually in each state. Second, 

on the basis of these income rates, we calculate expected rates to be used in the 

estimations. 

  

��������������
�����

Registers from Statistics Denmark contain statistics on hourly wage rates for 

individuals who have been employed. Information on rates of social benefit is 

calculated according to the following equation (numerator and denominator are from 

Statistics Denmark)  
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(A4) 
Total income obtained from social benefit 

Number of days obtaining benefit V

�
�

�
=  

 

The measures 
V

�  vary across years and individual. 

 

����������������
�����

Expected benefit rates for ‘disability’, ‘early retirement’ and ‘unemployment’ is 

calculated as averages across participants. The rates are therefore identical across 

individuals in each year. 

 

The expected wage rate is a simple OLS regression using growth, education, time-

trend, age, gender and a dummy for work the previous year – see section 3. 

 

Nominal income rates are deflated using a consumer price index in order to obtain 

real measures. In 1994, a number of public benefits were made taxable. This implied 

an increase of gross rates. (The political intentions were not to change net-value of 

benefits.) To correct for this in a simple way, the disability benefit rates and 

unemployment benefit rates are spliced (levels in 1992 and 1993 are increased 

proportionally so the 1993-level equals the 1994-level). In general, income rates 

measure income before tax. No tax rules are modelled.  
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In this appendix, I describe the approach that was used to try to model eligibility. 

 

In general terms, the probability of observing a certain state is derived from 

probabilities relating to eligibility and to individuals preferences. Denote a subset of 

states by � . If a person is eligible for the subset of states, � , she chooses the best 

for her among these. Hence, given the set of eligible states, � , the probability to 

observe a particular state �  among alternatives ’� �∈  is (assuming a logit-model) 

 

(A4) ,
’’

exp( )

exp( )
VLW

VLW P

V LW
V P

�
�

�
∈

=
∑

 

 

A simple – and not very realistic – way to calculate the probability of eligibility for a 

certain subset of states is to assume independence of unobserved eligibility 

characteristics. If 
VLW

� is the probability of eligibility for state � , the probability of 

eligibility for exactly the subset of states, � , is  

 

(A5) ( ) ( )1
PLW VLW VLW

V P V P

� � �
∈ ∉

= × −∏ ∏  

 

Let � denote the set of subsets. The likelihood contribution from individual �  in 

period �  is (
VLW

�  is 1 if state �  is observed, 0 otherwise) 
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(A6) ( ),
VLW

G

VLW VLW P PLW

P 0 V P

� � �
∈ ∈

= ×∏∏  

 

Using the approach above, I tried to model eligibility for disability benefit as a 

random parameter depending on health, for example as  

 

(A7) disability,

exp( )

1 exp( )
G K LW

LW

G K LW

 
�

 
γ γ

γ γ
+=

+ +
 

 

where 
LW
  is a health indicator for person � in period � , which is equal to 1 if the 

person has bad health and 0 otherwise. In turned out however that 
K

γ  became very 

large so the value of the function in (A7) in practice was as described in section 4 in 

the text above table 2.  

 

We experimented in a similar manner with ‘eligibility’ for employment. This was 

calculated as a function of a measure of the general growth in Denmark. The 

estimated parameters became insignificant or came out with unexpected signs. This is 

unfortunate, since the modelling potentially allows for a disentangling of supply side 

and demand side effects on unemployment. Similarly, modelling of eligibility for 

disability benefit potentially allows for entering variables that might affect behaviour 

of awarding authorities (municipalities) – in particular the sharing of the cost for 

disability between state and municipalities has been a policy instrument used (though 

not very frequently in the period we study).  
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The Danish disability benefit system was not changed in any important way during 

the period we study, 1992-1998. 

 

However, some conditions outside the disability benefit system changed and may 

have affected the number of disability benefit awards. Furthermore, after the period 

we study, some changes of the disability benefit policy were made. These changes are 

worth noting, since the approach used in this paper potentially may predict the 

responses to such changes. A further description of the policy context is made in 

Rasmussen (2004).  

 

In 1984 several benefits schemes were merged into the Danish disability benefit 

programme “førtidspension” (for example widow’s pension). During 1984 to 2002, 

the scheme had four levels of the benefit rate and the entitlement to these rates 

depended on health and age. In 2003 the scheme was simplified with only one rate of 

benefit approximately equal to the previous maximum rate. The scheme covers the 

whole population (i.e. no contributions) aged 18 until the lower age limit for old age 

pension (which is 67 years for the time period studied). For the major part, benefit 

levels are not means tested and do not depend on previous earnings.  

 

The relationship between the early retirement programme and the disability benefit 

programme is important. The early retirement benefit scheme was open for most 

people who reached 60 years of age during the period we study. Hence, relatively few 
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of that age were awarded disability benefit. During some years in the 1990s, the early 

retirement scheme was open for long-term unemployed aged 50 to 59 years. Hence, 

for this group we might suspect fewer to be awarded disability benefit.  

 

The general business cycle changed during the 1990s, with low growth in the first 

part of the period and high growth and decreasing unemployment from the middle of 

the period. 

 

In 1999, the early retirement programme was changed. Eligibility now depends on 

contributions to the specific scheme (rather than contributions to the unemployment 

insurance scheme). At the same time the age limit for old age pension was lowered 

from 67 to 65 years. In terms of the logic of the model in this paper (substitution 

between alternative programmes), the former could imply more applicants for 

disability benefit, whereas the latter means the opposite. As mentioned, from 2003, 

the disability benefit programme has been changed and the expected rate of benefit 

increases for many potential beneficiaries. On the other hand, more emphasis is put 

on exploitation of remaining work capacity through a ‘flex job’ scheme (a job scheme 

with subsidized wage and special working conditions offered prior to possible award 

of disability benefit). Hence it may be that the screening will become harder. In terms 

of the logic in the model in this paper, the introduction of the reform therefore may 
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either increase (due to a higher benefit rate) or decrease (due to more flex job 

openings) the number of disability benefit awards.8 

�

������$�!��� "�����������	����

In this appendix we are a little move detailed about the simulation methods used.  

 

As mentioned in section 3, for each individual, we make 	  draws, 1,...,
 	= of �  

which is assumed to be standard normal.  If the value of �  for individual � , 
L
� , were 

known, the true likelihood contribution from the individual would be as follows. Let 

,
VLW VLW

 �  denote the random state-dummy variable and its realisation (i.e. 1 or 0), and 

( | )
VLW VLW L

!  � �=  the probability that state �  is realised (i.e. 1
VLW

� = ) or not ( 0
VLW

� = ) 

given 
L
� . Suppress notation for observed explanatory variables and parameters to be 

estimated. The true likelihood contribution given 
L
�  is  

 

(A8) ( ) ( | ) VLW
G

L VLW VLW L

W V

� � !  � �= =∏∏  

 

The true (but unknown) likelihood contribution is ( "  is the density of 
L
� ) 

 

(A9) ( ) (d )
L L L

� � � " �= ∫  

                                                           
8 It appears logical to guess that the sum of awards of disability benefits and flex jobs will increase due 
to the reform. 
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To approximate the likelihood with the simulated values of 
L
� , namely the 	  draws 

,1 , ,,..., ,...,
L L U L 5
� � �  , we use 

 

(A10) �
,

1

1
( )

5

L
L U

U

� � �
	 =

= ∑  

 

which is identical to equation (2). 

�

������$�&��� 3��������	���
����	�������������	�����

In general, the greater the value of the random term 
FVL
� , the greater is the numerical 

value of 
FVL

η , i.e. the farther away from ‘average preferences’ is individual � . We like 

to know whether a high wage increases or decreases the individual’s idiosyncrasy. 

Even though the idea below is as simple as that, the following is admittedly 

somewhat confusing. 

  

First rewrite 
FVL

η  using average level of �  (benefit minus wage), 
V
� , as (drop 

subscript �  for simplicity) 

 

 
( )

( ) [ ]
FVL \FV VL FV FVL

\FV VL V FVL FV \FV V FVL

� �

� � � � �

η ρ ρ
ρ ρ ρ

= +

= − + +
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If the term in the square bracket is positive, we say that a person with average 
V
�  

have idiosyncratic preference for state �  when 0
V

� > , and preference against the 

state when 0
V

� < .  This idiosyncrasy may be increased or decreased depending in 

the sign and magnitude of ( )
\FV VL V

� �ρ − . Remember that 
VL V L
� � �= − , where 

V
�  is 

benefit and �  is wage, and remember that benefits are measured as simple averages 

so that they are identical across individuals. If �  denotes average wage, we therefore 

have 
VL V L
� � � �− = − . Furthermore, for states other than ‘home’, 

V
�  is approximately 

–1. For ‘home’ it is a bit greater numerically. Table 10 below indicates signs of 

relevant measures and figures 1-3 describes the relationship between unobserved 

variables 
FVL
�  and 

FVL
η . 

 

 ������!�� '����� ��� ����
��	� �����	���� ���������� 	��� 
����	���� ��� ������
������	�����

 
cs

sign( )
\FV
�ρ ρ+  using the approximation 

1, , , ,  and 1.3
V K

� �  	 � �= − = = −  

 

sign( ( ))
\FV

� �ρ −  

when � �>  

Disability benefit + + 
Early retirement + - 
Unemployment + + 
Home  - + 

�
�
�
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�

FVL
Y

FVL
η

Z Z>

Z Z=

�
�
1�������� '��	��� ��� 
����	���� ��� ������ ����	��	� 	����%� ���� 4����#�

��	������	���

FVL
Y

FVL
η

Z Z>

Z Z=
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FVL
Y

FVL
η

Z Z>

Z Z=

Z Z>>

 

For states ‘disability benefit’ and ‘unemployment’, a wage above average increases 

the dispersion of random variables 
FVL

η . The reverse is true for ‘early retirement’ and 

‘home’.  
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